VOLUNTEER GUIDELINES
SKATE WORLD BETTER

Dear all,
here you can find concise guidelines to what to do before leaving to Mozambique, what
to expect from us and what to be ready for.
If you have any question or uncertainty than please contact us on an email address
info@swb.dkor via Instagram @skateworldbetter

1) visa
2) vaccination
3) buying tickets
4) what to expect
5) what swb provides
6) what should i provide for myself
7) other comments

1 - visa
Getting visa to Mozambique is actually quite easy. Possibly, you'd be able to obtain visa
on the airport when you land in Maputo, but it is definitely smarter and practical to
buy them online, prior to the travel, you might not be able to take your flight unless
you have the visa. They need to be used within two months after being issued, so don't
get them too soon.
There is one important thing you can not avoid. Once applying, you will need to either
physically visit the mozambican embassy (Berlin, Bruxelles, Stockholm, Lisbon) or send
your passport, where they stick the visa manually. There is no way of copying or
uploading details from your passport, they literally need to have the physical version of
it. They sent you the passport back once it is done (or you collect it physically) and the
processing time varies depending on your urgency level (price is derived from that).
there are two possible visas for the volunteers depending on the duration of the stay.
From our experience, there is always a form to be filled on the websites of particular
embassies (of mozambique) and with the bank details. Check carefully the instructions
of the embassies, see this link as an example of the embassy in Berlin.
http://www.embassy-of-mozambique.de/index.php/2015-10-08-06-52-19/visas
One last thing, everybody coming over will need to have a invitation letter from us,
or rather from our peers in Mozambique, who will issue these letters for us. So once you

are in this process, contact us prior to asking for the visa, we will provide you with the
letter that you enclose with the application form.
There is two options:

option one- Single entry tourist visa, which is valid for 30 days.
option two - Multiple entry tourist visa, which is valid for 30 days and than needs to
go for a stamp on the border to extend your stay. In this case it is just about visiting
Republic of South Africa for a little trip and coming back legal again. This option is
obviously little more expensive and only recommended to those that intend to stay
longer than a month.

2 - Vaccination
Here, each of you needs to decide on his own about how much do you want to be
protected, or how much are you willing to put in your body. Your decision should be
based upon the duration of your stay primarily, as some vaccines are obligatory and
some are only recommended to avoid the risks if you stay for an extended period.
Usually it is recommended to take maximum two different vaccines at a time and
some of them need some time before they start working so we recommend you to plan
your vaccination in advance. It is important that you get all the applied vaccines
marked in an international certificate of vaccination and that you bring that

documentation with you. The prices of the vaccines will vary depending on where you
take them.
Here is a list of vaccines with an approximate price and importance:
● yellow fever - you need to take it, otherwise you are denied access to Mozambique.
It lasts forever once you take it, but needs a month before starts fully working.
● typhoid - it is certainly really recommended to everyone, no matter the
duration of your stay. It lasts for 3 years once you take it.
● hepatitis A and B - it is definitely recommended to everyone again and its
recommended anywhere on our planet. It lasts forever once you take it and in
many countries it is obligatory so you might already have it.
● meningokok - It is epidemic, so it is up to your consideration if you want it,
but it is certainly recommended to those who will stay longer. It lasts 5 years
and is applied in one vaccine. You need 4 doses that can be applied in periods or
all at once, but not with other vaccines.
● cholera - you apply this vaccine by drinking it so you can take it any time.
Cholera is normally not actively present in Mozambique, but the floods might
have changed the situation a little but. It is really good against all kinds of
diarrhea, so it saves you from both cholera and digestive problems.
● rabies - You need to take three doses. One, than week later and than two weeks
later. Rabies are a deadly problem anywhere in the world so it is not a bad thing
to have it although you can only get infected if you are bit by a local animal

that might be infected itself. The danger can definitely be avoided by not being
in contact with animals, but that is not always 100% easy.
We SWB team will likely get all the vaccines, maybe except the last one over which we
still need to decide, but we only do so because we know we will stay for at least three
months. It is always best to contact your own doctor for more information.

3 - Buying tickets
There is multiple ways of how to get to Maputo, depending mostly on where you are
from. WE met with a friend of ours, who is from Maputo and travels in between
Mozambique and Denmark regularly and he gave us these tips about how to travel from
Europe:

travelling from Europe
A
nywhere - Lisbon - Maputo = is the most direct route, but the price varies.
THAT CONNECTION IS USUALLY PROVIDED BY TAP PORTUGAL AND THEY HAVE PRETTY GOOD SERVICES

ANYWHERE - ISTANBUL - MAPUTO/JOHANNESBURG 
= Usually a cheaper way than the
previous, especially if you fly to Johannesburg, but than also consider the bus drive
(which is pretty regular).
That way is provided by Turkish Airlines, again their service is pretty solid.

ANYWHERE - Doha - MAPUTO/JOHANNESBURG 
= The best option according to our friend
Kjeld. Again if flying to Johannesburg, consider the bus.
That way is provided by Qatar Airways, again their service is pretty solid, allegedly the best out there.

travelling from elsewhere
we are not that well informed about the options here, but we would recommend
finding a connection to Lisbon. From USA preferably from NYC as TAP Portugal has a
good connecting options.

4 - What to expect
I guess there is no need to describe our project in detail since you have come this far.
You all know what is our mission and how do we get to a successful ending. As we
communicate, also the idea of what to expect will be becoming more clear, but for now
we can say this:
You can expect that we pick you up on the airport and drive you to our house. We will
probably come up with a repetitive schedule for the duration of the construction,
obviously depending on the weather and the situation. We want to build probably six
days a week to have this one day of relax, travelling and debating about future
advancing. we can be leaving our stuff in the house, that will be guarded and we can
all rely on a shower, kitchen and a source of electricity. We have friends among local
people, so we can expect to be shown some of the real mozambique. If you are a builder or
if you are coming to volunteer in any other way, you can expect, that we will be
familiar with the situation down there and we will try to be as helpful as possible.
Lastly, during the building, we will have some experienced builders among our team,
who will give instructions so that the we advance coherently.

5 - What SWB will provide
As a volunteer on this project SWB will provide you with the following:
●

A safe place to stay, nice place to sleep, hot shower, internet connection, place
to charge you batteries, place to leave your stuff and place to relax and enjoy
time together. all that in a villa that SWB will secure.

●

Transportation to and from the project site, but also grocery stores and
necessary daily missions. For that SWB will obtain a van/SUV that will be
available for use.

●

Lunch at the worksite. Every day of the building we will take shifts to have lunch
at one of the neighbours place at Costa do Sol. SWB has already spread the word
around through our Mozambican contact Isard so all the volunteers can look
forward to experiencing the most genuine Mozambican cuisine in the most
genuine Mozambican setting.

●

Regular sunday dinners at the villa. SWB wants to treat all our volunteers as
princesses, so sunday evenings will always be within an atmosphere of
chillin'and grillin' and talking about the week ahead. SWB will provide
everything we put on the grill and beers.

●

small refreshments on the site that anyone can take throughout the day. We are
talking water, sodas, some beers, fruit and so on.

●

Hard to make promises about that now, but if time allows us to, we will organize
irregular trips to surrounding beaches and national parks and you can count
on the free transport and some beers along the way.

6 - What should I provide for myself
●

You will have to provide your own tickets to and from Mozambique.

● You will have to provide your own visa.
● You will have to take care of your own vaccination.
● You will have to have some budget on your own for dinners, your own
travelling and little things you buy daily.
● you will have to take care of your own insurance.
● you certainly need to take everything you will need with you, including your
own first-aid kit, sun protection, mosquito repellent (!!!!), warm and
protective clothes, good shoes.
● If you want to drive there, and we could as well use you as a driver, you will need
international driving license.

7 - Other comments
As much as this project is completely DIY, things and situations might change a little
bit as we move. Especially the chapter “what to expect” and further “what we will provide”
can vary depending on difficulties that might occur (this is Africa right) and further
on the success of the crowdfunding campaign and on our sponsors. The impact of these

mentioned will though only be visible on the quality of our living and quality of our
driving.
The time of the building might also vary depending on how much we can do in a day
and how much is the heat, or the weather in general, in our favor.
As much as this guidance should help you prepare for the trip, we will definitely stay in
closer contact when you are preparing and we will also share with you this document,
should it be anyhow updated.
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